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Outlook Bottoming Out, Focus On Growth Sector Results 

Investment Strategy Summary 

Global 
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 PMIs: Outlook To Gradually Bottom Out After Events And Seasonal 

Factors  

 US: 1Q Macro Trend Escaped Temporary Slowdown, 2Q To Bottom Out 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/26 
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Economic Data Release Review(4/19-4/25) 

Source: Bloomberg, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/26 

Release Date Country Economic Data Period Consensus Actual Prior 

04/19/2019 07:30 JN Natl. CPI Ex Fresh Food, Energy YOY Mar 0.40% 0.40% 0.40% 

04/19/2019 20:30 US Housing Starts MOM Mar 5.40% -0.30% -8.70% 

04/19/2019 20:30 US Building Permits MOM Mar 0.70% -1.70% -1.60% 

04/22/2019 22:00 US Existing Home Sales MOM Mar -3.80% -4.90% 11.80% 

04/23/2019 01:30 BZ CNI Industrial Confidence Apr -- 58.4 61.9 

04/23/2019 14:00 JN Machine Tool Orders YOY Mar F -- -28.50% -28.50% 

04/23/2019 16:00 TW Industrial Production YOY Mar -1.50% -9.88% -1.80% 

04/23/2019 22:00 EC Consumer Confidence Apr A -7 -7.9 -7.2 

04/23/2019 22:00 US New Home Sales Mar 649k 692k 667k 

04/23/2019 22:00 US New Home Sales MOM Mar -2.70% 4.50% 4.90% 

04/24/2019 16:00 GE IFO Expectations Apr 96.1 95.2 95.6 

 Macro Data: Europe and Asia macro data were weak in the past week while US data offer mixed signals. Northeast Asia 

such as Taiwan and Japan manufacturing data continued to deteriorate. Mar Taiwan industrial production surprisingly fell 

9.88% while Japan machine tool orders slid 28.5%. US housing data were mixed with disappointing Mar existing home 

sales, housing starts and building permits. Surging housing price and undersupply of affordable houses depressed volume 

while labor shortage in construction affected the housing starts. IFO Business Climate index also disappointed with 

manufacturing as the weakest but relatively optimistic services and construction, consistent with Germany/Europe 

domestic-driven growth. Expectations showed weak Europe 2Q outlook so bottoming might take a longer time. 
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Macro Review 



Financial Results Decided Mixed Performance Of US Equity And Sectors 

 Country: Corrections last week concentrated on emerging market as recent non-US economic data noise caused DXY 

to surge at above 98, leading the dollar sensitive EM assets to fall. US equity refreshed new high amid better-than-

expected financial results and economic data. 

 Sector: MSCI 11 Global Sector indices were mixed in the past week as corporate financial results and economic data 

were also mixed, diverging the performance of sectors. Defensive sectors such as healthcare and telecom performed 

relatively better. The second best performers were high dividend yield real estate and utilities. In the past month, 

healthcare sector performed relatively weak mainly because stricter drug price regulation proposed by US politicians 

and Democrats proposal of Medicare-for-all bill pressurized healthcare sector. 

Global Equity Index Change Global Sector Index Change 
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Market Review 

Source: Bloomberg, past month is for 2018/3/25~2019/4/25, past week is for 2019/4/18~2019/4/25. 

Sector indices based on Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) global 11 sectors. 



 FI: US 10-yr treasury slid again as global economy and corporate financial results mixed. Asia and US bonds benefited 

from moderate rise in corporate earnings but DXY above 98 depressed EM currencies with 1.2% fall in EM local 

currency bonds. 

 FX: DXY breached consolidation range mainly because market concern over non-US EM outlook with non-US 

currencies mostly depreciated except for JPY strengthened slightly due to risk aversion. AUD and ZAR depreciated a 

lot. AUD was hit by missing inflation while ZAR weakened as VGF mine of coal supplier Wescoal declared force 

majeure clause for coal delivery to Eskom due to headcount cuts and production suspension. 

 

 

 

DXY Breached The Top Of Consolidation Range, Depressing EM FX/FI 

Global FX Change (Against USD) Global Bond Index Change 
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Market Review 

Source: Bloomberg, past month is for 2018/3/25~2019/4/25, past week is for 2019/4/18~2019/4/25 

Note: Bonds take BAML Bond Index price change in the period. FX is against USD.  
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Outlook To Gradually Bottom Out After Events And Seasonal Factors  
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 Outlook Consolidating At The Bottom For Reversal: Recent Apr outlook leading indicators mostly either improved or 

stay the same. Some countries were still trapped in events. Automotive industries continued to depress German 

manufacturing while hesitation of British clients also dampened demand. US outlook data would still reflect the impact 

of mid and northeastern storms. Japan Apr manufacturing PMI rose slightly for the 2nd month to 49.5 with improving 

new order and production. Japan outlook downward trend eased and awaited bottoming. We think global outlook could 

gradually recover after bottoming. US inventory was relatively low so inventory replenishment after climate and political 

risks could be possible. China outlook improvement exaggerated due to seasonal and tax factors but with stabilization 

policy and positive trade talk, outlook could be better. Apr NBS Manufacturing PMI might gradually recoup after retrace. 

Source: Bloomberg, 2018/1~2019/4 

Global Macro 

Major Countries Manufacturing PMIs 



Apr Fed Official Speech Dovish, Easing Statement To Continue 

Source: Fed, 2019/4/23, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/23 

1Q Slowdown More Severe Than Expected Apr Majority Of Officials Stayed Dovish 

 Prior FOMC Conclusion: Fed announced the Quantitative Tapering to stop in Sep. QT would shrank from $30B to $15B 

per month from May and fully stop in Sep to maintain the overall balance sheet level. Maximum of $20B maturing MBS and 

institution bonds would be reinvested in US bonds each month from Oct. Mar FOMC slashed rate outlook and announced 

stop of QT in Sep, indicating US economy was accelerating to the end of business cycle. As Fed stated, Europe and China 

economic slowdown and Brexit contagion effect could not be undermined though its base case would stay manageable. US 

outlook in 1Q19 was hit by government shutdown and climate factors with weak retail sales but these were reversed in Apr. 

 This FOMC: 9 of 17 officials made public speeches in Apr. 6 maintained dovish (the remaining 3 irrelevant to monetary 

policy) as low inflation continued to provide room for Fed to maintain monetary policy. As Apr retail sales rebounded rapidly 

from -0.2% to 1.6% MOM, this FOMC would be more optimistic about economic growth with monetary policy statement 

unchanged. We forecast 10-yr treasury yield of 2Q19, 3Q19 and 4Q19 at 2.7%, 2.7% and 2.9% respectively. 

FOMC 
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US 1Q Macro Trend Escaped Temporary Slowdown, 2Q To Bottom Out 

Mar ISM Manufacturing Orders Rebounded Nonfarm Payroll Recovered 

Source: (L)ISM, Bloomberg, 2014/3-2019/3, (R)Bloomberg, 2014/1-2019/4 

 ISM Manufacturing: Mar ISM manufacturing PMI beat consensus with new orders rebounded from 51.3 EOY 2018 to 57.4 

but trade related data continued to deteriorate as producers awaited Sino-US trade talk results. Employment and output 

price both surged, and inventory also rebounded after hitting 8.5 year low. Supplier delivery was at 21-month low. Labor 

shortage in transportation sector has not improved while orders and production indices maintained fast expansion. We 

recommend to wait for improving political risks to boost import/export activities. Inventory replenishment cycle would 

provide US growth momentum, improving overall US manufacturing activities. 

 Nonfarm: Mar nonfarm payroll changed by 196K, higher than 177k expected. Feb data was upward revised from 20k to 

33k. New employments were mainly contributed by 61k health care and social assistance, followed by 33k from leisure and 

hospitality. Retail trade reduced by 12k, and with downward revision of Jan/Feb data, 1Q19 retail trade slashed 23k, much 

lower than 1Q average of 51k since 2000 (ex. 01, 08, 09 recessions). 1Q19 nonfarm payroll increased 180k, back to 

normal, easing slowdown concerns. Apr Empire manufacturing on 4/15 beat consensus, NFIB small business optimization 

index improved for the 2nd month. We think US macro trend could escape 1Q temporary slowdown with 2Q bottoming out. 

Macro - US 



Reaction To Economic Data Muted In Apr 

A Share Likely To Enter Consolidation In Short-Term 
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 A Share Reaction To Economic Data Muted In Apr: China 

released a series of important data since 4/1 with 

manufacturing PMI, export YOY, industrial production 

outperforming, confirming effective fiscal and monetary 

stimulus in bottoming outlook. But A share main indices only 

rose less than 5% in April till 4/23, which was little compared 

to the 2-digits’ surge in Feb/Mar. Due to 1Q rally being too 

large and rapid, economic data unlikely to motivate it further. 

 A Share To Consolidate At High: A share margin trading 

rose from Feb low of 7% to a relatively high 10% while 5 

leading securities brokers daily volume fell 30% from year 

high. A share is likely to consolidate at high. 

Volume Shrank Rapidly, Index To Consolidate 

Source: Bloomberg, Haitong Securities, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/23 

A Share Margin Trading Back To 10% High 
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Healthy Quality, To Rally After 2Q19 Earnings/Valuation Correction 
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Source: Bloomberg, 2019/4/23, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/23 

Investment Strategy - Healthcare 

 Political Risks Corrected The Expensive Valuation: We 

previously expected 2Q19 healthcare sector to correct due to 

lowest earnings growth forecast in 2Q, lack of new drug 

approval theme, and expensive valuation of some subsectors 

after 1Q rally. Recent sector regulation risks (politicians 

championing stricter drug price control, Democrats proposing 

Medicare-for-all) corrected the expensive valuation. 

 Healthy Quality, To Rally After Earnings And Valuation 

Correction: Market was positive about 2019 revenue and 

profit trend of the healthcare sector. After 2Q share price 

correction to reflect valuation and revenue slowdown factors, 

we expect another rally with accelerating revenue growth. 

Recently Expensive Valuation In Correction 

Positive 2019 Revenue Forecast, Pick-up After 2Q 

MSCI Healthcare Revenue Forecast YOY (%) 

Forecast(%) 

1Q19 Earnings Mostly Beat Till 4/23 

Difference Between Actual Earnings And 

Forecasts(%) 

5年最高值 

5年最低值 
4/23 5年平均數 4/1 



1Q10 Growth Sector Underperformed The Past 

1Q19 Earnings Forecast Upgrade, Cautious On 2Q19 
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 2Q19 Faced Fundamentals And Index Correction 

After Rally: Though growth sector underperformed in 

1Q19, market has priced it in. As market upgraded the 

earnings of growth sector from its bottom, we need to 

be cautious about the relatively high valuation. Heavy-

weighted companies were relatively conservative on 

2Q19 outlook. The downward cycle of semiconductor 

might bottom in 2Q19 but share price has front run. 

Short-term correction is more and more likely. 

 We remain cautious about short-term shocks but as 

sector returns to peak season, there would be themes 

for rebound during shocks. Do not be overpersimistic. 

Earnings Forecast  Revision: 1Q19 Up, 2Q19 Down 

Source: (Top Right)Bloomberg, 2018/12/31-2019/4/23, (Bottom)Bloomberg, 2019/4/22, Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/24 

Note: Sector indices based on Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) global 11 sectors. 

Tech Led Rally YTD 2019 

Tech - Semiconductor 

Industrial - Capital Goods 

MSCI World Index 

Cons. Disc. - Automotive 

(Normalized) 

公司 日期 QoQ YoY

APPLE 2019/5/1 -43.3% -13.2%

AMD 2019/5/1 -32.5% -50.9%

QUALCOMM 2019/5/2 -39.1% -8.6%

VOW 2019/5/2 22.7% -3.8%

MCD 2019/4/30 -10.8% -1.8%

GM 2019/4/30 -23.1% -23.1%

工業 GE 2019/4/30 -48.8% -45.6%

科

技

非

核

心

Investment Strategy - Growth 



Target Price – Rates/FI 
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Target Price 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/25 



Target Price - Equity 

Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/25 
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Target Price 



Target Price FX/Commodity 

Target Price 
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Source: Compiled by CTBC Bank, 2019/4/25 
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GENERAL DISCLAIMERS: 
 
1. This document and the investments and/or products referred to herein are for information only and do not have regard to your specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. 

 
2. This document and the investments and/or products referred to herein should not be construed as any recommendation for you to enter into the investment briefly described above and this document must 

be read with CTBC’s General Terms and Conditions including without limitation Risks Disclosure Statements, Supplemental Terms and Conditions and such terms and conditions specified by CTBC from time to 
time. 
 

3. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this document. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional advice from a licensed or 
exempt financial adviser before making your commitment to invest in the investments and/or products referred to herein. 
 

4. If you choose not to seek advice from a licensed or exempt financial adviser or such other independent professional, you should carefully consider whether investment in the investments and/or products 
referred to herein is suitable and appropriate for you taking into consideration the risks and associated risks. 
 

5. The final terms and conditions of the proposed investment in the investments and/or products referred to herein will have to be set out in full in the definitive trade confirmation between CTBC and you. 
 

6. CTBC does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein or otherwise provided by CTBC at any time.  All of the information here may change at any time without notice. 
 

7. CTBC is not responsible for any loss or damage suffered arising from this document. 
 

8. CTBC may act as principal or agent in similar transactions or in transactions with respect to the instruments underlying the transaction.  
 

9. Until such time you appoint CTBC, CTBC is not acting in the capacity of your financial adviser or fiduciary. 
 

10. Investments involve risks.  Past performance figures, predictions or projections are not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance.  Actual performance may differ from the projections in this 
document. 
 

11. Any references to a company, financial product etc is used for illustrative purpose and does not represent our recommendation in any way. 
 

12. Any scenario analysis is provided for illustrative purpose only and is no indication as to future performance and it does not reflect a complete analysis of all possible scenarios that may arise under an actual 
transaction.  All opinions and estimates given in the scenarios are illustrative and do not represent actual transactions. 
 

13. The information in this document must not be reproduced or shared without our written agreement. 
 

14. This document does not identify all the risks or material considerations that may be associated with you entering into of the transaction and the transaction period you wish to consider. 
 

15. This document does not and is not intended to predict actual results and no assurances whatsoever are given with respect thereto.  It does not present all possible outcomes or takes into consideration all 
factors that may affect or influence the transaction. 
 

16. This document is based on CTBC’s understanding that you have inter alia sufficient knowledge, experience and access to professional advice to make your own evaluation and choices of the merits and risks 
of such investments and you are not relying on the CTBC nor any of our representatives or affiliates for information, advice or recommendations of any sort whatsoever. 
 

17. You should have determined without relying on CTBC or any of our representatives or affiliates for information, advice or recommendations of any sort whatsoever, the economic risks and merits as well as 
the legal tax and accounting aspects and consequences of the transaction and that you are able to fully assume such risks. 
 

18. CTBC accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any loss of whatsoever nature suffered by you arising from the use of this document or reliance on the information contained herein. 
 

19. CTBC may have alliances with product providers for which CTBC may receive a fee and product providers may also receive fees from your investments. 
 

20. The following exemptions under the Financial Advisers Regulations apply to the CTBC and its representatives: 
(1) Regulation 33(1) – Exemption from complying with section 25 of the Financial Advisers Act (“FAA”) when making a recommendation in respect of (a) any designated investment product (within 

the meaning of section 25(6) of the FAA) to an accredited investor; (b) any designated investment product (within the meaning of section 25(6) of the FAA) that is a capital market product, to an 
expert investor;  

(2) Regulation 34(1) – Exemption from complying with section 27 of the FAA when making a recommendation in respect of (a) any investment product to an accredited investor; (b) any capital 
markets product to an expert investor or (c) any Government securities; 

(3) Regulations 36(1) and (2) – Exemption from complying with sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 34 and 36 of the FAA when providing any financial advisory service to any person outside of Singapore 
who is (a) an individual and (i) not a citizen of Singapore; (ii) not a permanent resident of Singapore; and (iii) not wholly or partly dependant on a citizen or permanent resident of Singapore; or (b) 
in any other case , a person with no commercial or physical presence in Singapore. 


